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The Peugeot 206 CC (sometimes spelled as 206CC) was formally launched at the Paris Motor Show in
September 2000 and was based on the Peugeot Two-oh-heart concept car, revealed two years before at the
Geneva Motor Show. It is a coupÃ© cabriolet featuring a powered fold-away roof based on the Georges
Paulin system, first seen on the 1935 Peugeot 402 Eclipse coupe.
Peugeot 206 - Wikipedia
The Peugeot 406 is a large family car that was produced by French automaker Peugeot between 1995 and
2004. Available in saloon, estate and coupÃ© bodystyles with a choice of petrol or turbodiesel engines, the
406 replaced the Peugeot 405 in Peugeot's lineup, and was itself replaced by the Peugeot 407.It used the
same platform as the CitroÃ«n Xantia, though without that car's sophisticated ...
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